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Delta 1 Piece
Description: excellent for a 
wide range of uses.

De-Icer
Description: designed to fit 
inside a car door lock, for de-
icing applications.

Delta 2 Pieces
Description: excellent for 
a wide range of uses. Tried 
and tested, with a range of 
inserts available for spray 
optimization.
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Kosmos 
1 Piece
Description: comfort 
and simplicity, a winning 
combination! In this modified 
Kosmos for direct jet.

Kosmos 
2 Pieces
Description: comfort 
and simplicity, a winning 
combination! A wide range 
of MBU or Non- MBU or 
APSL versions mean your 
spray characteristics can be 
optimized easily with this 
button.

Delta for 
Paints
Description: excellent for 
Paints - and NMBU/MBU 
combination design.
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Kosmos TDW
Description: specific actuator 
informing the visually impaired 
people with a Tactile Danger 
Warning (TDW).

Kosmos 
Power Jet
Description: comfort 
and simplicity, a winning 
combination! In this modified 
Kosmos for aimed jet.

Kosmos 
Mini Jet
Description: comfort 
and simplicity, a winning 
combination! In this modified 
Kosmos for aimed jet.
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Lighter 
adapter 
Description: a set of 
adaptors especially designed 
for refilling lighters.

Mach III 
2 Pieces
Description: the original two 
pieces MBU, NMBU button. 
Tried and tested, with a range 
of inserts available for spray 
optimization.

Mach III 
1 Piece
Description: the original one 
piece button.
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Spraymate 
Description: This actuator 
is designed for “button on“ 
gassing and use with spray 
through domes designed for a 
separate button.

Merlin
Description: This stem fitting 
actuator offers a smooth design 
very valuable for personal care 
products. It allows the addition 
of a collar which will finish the 
design of your packaging.

Mach 
Ext. Tube 
Description: the original one 
piece button. For extension 
tube.
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Tempest Fan
Description: excellent small 
button for producing a fan 
spray - suitable for paints 
NMBU.

Stinger Spout
Description: stem fitting 
button designed for High 
Delivery applications such as 
anti-wasps, etc.

Vertical Tilt
Description: this actuator 
is designed for “button on“ 
gassing and use with spray 
through domes designed for a 
separate button.
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Actuators
Cup Fitting
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Colt Female 
Description: the new Colt design is aimed at personal care & cosmetics segments; but applicable equally to 
pharmaceutical & household aerosols. The modern short skirt allows an ideal fit to the latest trends in aerosol spray 
performance of your product / packaging design. The Colt series actuators are available with MBU and APSL inserts for 
optimized spray performance of your product.

Acc-U-Sol
Description: the Iconic Acc-u-sol from PRECISION has come to symbolize power, strength, reliability, and professional 
level functionality for the world’s hard working spray products. This product provides consumers with intuitive ergonomics 
and marketers with numerous functional accessory options, including tamper evident tear tabs, extension tube holders, 
and two colour visual enhancements. Use this product to visually cue your customers that your product is heavy duty and 
professional grade. Available in solid (no windows) or jailhouse (with windows) version.
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Juno lite
Description: light-weighted version of the Juno design.

Colt Unisex 
Description: the new Colt design is aimed at personal care & cosmetics segments; but applicable equally to 
pharmaceutical & household aerosols. The modern short skirt allows an ideal fit to the latest trends in aerosol packaging 
design. The Colt series actuators are available with MBU and APSL inserts for optimized spray performance of your 
product.
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Marisa
Description: an elegant cup fitting actuator.

Marquesa
Description: its shape will enhance the appeal of your personal care product range. It comes with a top-round overcap 
which can be semi-transparent or matt. It can be applied to a wide range of aluminum and tinplate cans and fits over the 
valve cup. For your foam and gel product range, there is a specific version called Cortes.
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Tornado Twist Lock
Description: the new Tornado twistlock design leads the pack in style and handling. Its modern design makes Tornado 
an ideal companion to personal care & cosmetic products, but it is of course equally applicable to pharmaceutical & 
household aerosols. The Tornado actuators are available with MBU and APSL inserts for optimized spray performance of 
your product. If your product requires a bespoke design, Tornado’s twisting top part allows a customization while the base 
remains fixed in function and fit.

Segura
Description: PRECISION has extended its product range of one inch actuators with the introduction of Segura. This new 
actuator has been specially designed for male products like deodorants, body sprays, and antiperspirants. The clear and 
straight design is adapted to the typical shape of the cans used for male branded aerosols.
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Vertical Actuators
Description: its shape will enhance the appeal of your personal care product range. It is supplied with a round-top 
overcap which can be semitransparent or matt. It can be applied to a wide range of aluminum and tinplate cans and fits 
over the valve cup. For your foam and gel product range, there is a spout version called Cortes.

Vertical Total Release 01-36
Description: the Total Release Version of the Vertical Actuator. Its shape will enhance the appeal of your personal care 
product range. It is supplied with a round-top overcap which can be semitransparent or matt. It can be applied to a wide 
range of aluminum and tinplate cans and fits over the valve cup. For your foam and gel product range, there is a spout 
version called Cortes.
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Vulcan Total Release
Description: the total release version of the iconic cup fitting vertical actuator for sprays.

Vulcan 1 Piece
Description: this cup fitting vertical actuator in one-piece version for sprays. It is also available in total release version.

Vulcan 2 Pieces
Description: this cup fitting vertical actuator in 2-piece version for foams or advanced sprays. It is also available in total 
release version.
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Domes
Can Fitting
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Aurora 52 mm
Description: a standard dome for various products.

Beautiful Smile 49 mm

Description: Beautiful Smile is stylish, ergonomic actuator series available in a variety of sizes. As it consists of 3 pieces  
- actuator dome, spray unit, and insert - the system can be personalized in up to 3 different colours. The spray unit can also 
be assembled to new shaped domes which gives the opportunity to develop exclusive designs for a product without the 
normal heavy investment.
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Carat 52 mm
Description: elegant, modern, sleek dome, for an assortment of can diameters.   
The finger pad is a separate piece, and comes in different colors to allow for maximum customization for your brand 
identity.

Carat 57 mm
Description: elegant, modern, sleek dome, for an assortment of can diameters.   
The finger pad is a separate piece, and comes in different colors to allow for maximum customization for your brand 
identity.
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Freeway 52 mm
Description: This spray dome offers excellent value for hairspray and household products. Freeway takes any of our MBU 
inserts. It fits onto necked-in tinplate cans.

Medina 52 mm
Description: this large actuator offers a classical design suitable for Hairsprays or Household products. It accepts any of 
our MBU inserts, and fits necked-in tinplate cans. It is also available in 57mm.
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Reina 45 mm
Description: its shape will enhance the appeal of your personal care product range. It comes with an overcap which 
can be transparent, lightly frosted. It has been developed for necked-in tinplate cans, but can also be fitted on aluminum 
“transfer” cans. For your foam and gel product range, there is specific version called Cortes.

Reina 49 mm
Description: its shape will enhance the appeal of your personal care product range. It comes with an overcap which 
can be transparent, lightly frosted. It has been developed for necked-in tinplate cans, but can also be fitted on aluminum 
“transfer” cans. For your foam and gel product range, there is specific version called Cortes.
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Spouts
Foam
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Montefrisco
Description: this stem 
fitting mousse spouts allows 
a very comfortable 45° 
upright dispensing. Thanks 
to its generous orifice, you 
will obtain a nice mousse 
expansion. You can also add 
a collar.

City
Description: This stem fitting 
actuator is suitable for foam.

Iris 02-13 
Description: this stem fitting 
actuator is available in 2 
versions suitable for gel and 
foam.
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Fiji Gel 
Description: Fiji’s design 
aesthetics are unisex, strong, 
clean, well balanced and 
present curves to stand out from 
the shelves. It is easy to use, 
comfortable and offers a precise 
spray direction. It comes with 
2 different caps, straight line 
appearance and rounded-up 
design.

Monticello
Description: this stem 
fitting mousse spout allows 
a very comfortable 45° 
upright dispensing. Thanks to 
its separated disk, you can 
personalize your packaging as 
you want. You can also add a 
collar.

Cortes
Description: its shape will 
enhance the appeal of your 
personal care product range. 
It comes with an overcap which 
can be transparent, lightly 
frosted. For your foam semi-
transparent or matt. It can be 
applied to a wide range of 
aluminum and fits over the valve 
cup. For your spray’s product 
range, there is a specific version 
called Marquesa.
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Frisco
Description: Frisco is a 
cup fitting actuator designed 
for inverted use. Its large 
star allows a generous foam 
delivery and expansion. 
It goes with a standard 
transparent cap that can be 
coloured.

Gothic Spout 
Description: this cup fitting 
actuator is dedicated to 
whipped cream delivery. The 
specific shape of its large 
chimney allows a nice expan-
sion of the cream, for gourmet 
or domestic use.

Fiji Mousse 
Description: Fiji’s design 
aesthetics are unisex, strong, 
clean, well balanced and 
present curves to stand out from 
the shelves. It is easy to use, 
comfortable and offers a precise 
spray direction. It comes with 2 
different caps, appearance and 
roundedup straight line design.
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Hercules
Description: the original 
spout system which was used 
on more gel products than any 
other spout. Tried and tested. 
Otimized for gel applications.

Japan
Description: very elegant 
vertical actuator for foam.

Jason
Description: the original 
spout system has been used on 
more foam products than any 
other spout. Tried and tested …
optimized for foam applications.
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Mars Mousse
Description: Mars is a cup 
fitting actuator for inverted use. 
Its large finger pad area allows 
easy actuation. It goes with a 
standard transparent cap that 
can be coloured.

Magic Mousse
Description: Magic Mousse 
is a cup fitting actuator 
for inverted use. It’s large 
finger pad area allows easy 
actuation. It goes with a 
standard transparent cap that 
can be coloured.

Nevada
Description: this modern, 
stylish foam spout will look great 
on your upscale hair mousse 
product. A proven design with 
millions sold already, you can 
rest assured it comes with the 
proven PRECISION quality and 
reliability built in.
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Serrated Spout
Description: this cup fitting 
actuator is dedicated to 
whipped cream delivery. The 
specific shape of its chimney 
allows a nice expansion of the 
cream.

Rocky
Description: Rocky is a cup 
fitting actuator designed for 
inverted use. It’s unique design 
will enhance your product on 
shelves. Rocky’s large star al-
lows a generous foam delivery 
and expansion. It goes with a 
standard transparent cap that 
can be coloured.
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Tyre Inflator
Description: this actuator 
has been especially developed 
for use with tyre inflator’s 
products. As such, a removable 
cap prevents from accidental 
actuation and it allows an easy 
use thanks to its rotating tube.

Cortes 52 mm
Description: this shape will 
enhance the appeal of your 
personal care product range. 
It comes with a transparent 
overcap. It has been developed 
for necked-in tinplate cans, but 
can also be fitted on aluminum 
“transfer” cans. For your 
spray’s product range, there is 
specific version called Reina.
Version 52 mm.
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Galaxy 52 mm
Description: New version 
of the Galaxy foam actuator. 
Diameter 52 mm.

Cortes 57 mm
Description: this shape will 
enhance the appeal of your 
personal care product range. 
It comes with a transparent 
overcap. It has been developed 
for necked-in tinplate cans, but 
can also be fitted on aluminum 
“transfer” cans. For your 
spray’s product range, there is 
specific version called Reina.
Version 57 mm.
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Valves
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Bag On 
Valve
Description: The bag-
on-valve is a barrier pack 
system which consists of 
an aerosol valve with a 
welded bag. It is used 
when the product has to 
be separated from the 
propellant.

Super 90 
Valve
Description: the Super 
90 valve has been 
designed specifically with 
pressure gassing in mind, 
but also works equally well 
with under-the-cup gassing 
methods.The design allows 
the propellant to flood into 
the aerosol independent 
of, and irrespective of, 
the restrictive orifices that 
are necessary in the valve 
to meet the demands of 
today’s products. The stem 
along with gassing waist 
and crown housing are 
both essential elements in 
valve design. Whilst Super 
90 has a very special 
design, the design still 
allows use of PRECISION’s 
wide range of actuators & 
accessories.
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360  
(Up/Down 
Valve)
Description: the PV 
360° valve (aka Up/
Down Valve) sprays 
reliably regardless of 
whether the can is used 
upright or upside down; 
this valve assures correct 
function and constant 
spray quality. This type of 
valve can be filled with the 
existing filling equipment, 
no modifications or 
adaptations are required. 
The PV 360° valve 
behaves in exactly the 
same way as a Super 
90 valve, the propellant/
product ratio remains 
constant during use, 
irrespective of the position 
of the can. Another aspect 
of this valve is that is 
ideal to be used with low 
propellant level products 
and especially compressed 
gas systems (CO2, N2).

Mousse 
Valve
Description: This valve 
incorporates a slotted 
housing & is restricted to 
“up-side-down” (inverted) 
use. Whilst they do not 
function as such dip tubes 
may be part of the valve 
but are only present to 
assist in handling the 
valve.

Paint Valve
Description: the 
modified Super 90 
valve for paints has a 
specially designed slotted 
stem to be used with 
the PRECISION paint 
actuators Delta or Tempest 
Fan Spray. This system of 
valve-aerosol is to be filled 
through the actuator, to 
assure that the interior of 
the valve remains clean 
during the shelf life of 
the product and prevent 
clogging of the internal 
components and orifices. 
The Super 90 paint valve 
offers a very good spray 
pattern, and added with 
the designed actuators 
can be used to satisfy 
the necessities of the 
industrial, automotive and 
home markets.
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Lighter Refill 
Valve
Description: This valve 
has been designed 
specifically for use with 
gas lighter refills, having a 
special stem.

20 mm 
Valve
Description: the 20mm 
valve has been designed 
specifically for containers 
with 20mm openings 
with pressure gassing 
in mind, but also works 
equally well with under-
the-cup gassing methods. 
The design allows the 
propellant to flood into 
the aerosol independent 
of, and irrespective of, 
the restrictive orifices that 
are necessary in the valve 
to meet the demands of 
today’s products. The stem 
along with gassing waist 
and crown housing are 
both essential elements in 
valve design.
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Metered
Description: a valve 
designed to deliver a 
specific volume dosage of 
product on every actuation 
- Dosage sizes vary - Uses 
special actuators.

Tilt Valve
Description: this 
modified Super 90 valve 
has been designed 
specifically for tilt uses 
with pressure gassing 
in mind, but also works 
equally well with under-
the-cup gassing methods. 
The design allows the 
propellant to flood into 
the aerosol independent 
of, and irrespective of, 
the restrictive orifices that 
are necessary in the valve 
to meet the demands of 
today’s products. The 
special tilt stem with its 
specific design is an 
essential element in this 
valve design.

Apasol
Description: a Super 90 
fast filling valve version 
adapted for powder 
formulation.
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Global Footprint
PRECISION is your only truly global supplier of aerosol valves, 
actuators, and related dispensing solutions.
An unmatched global reach that provides you considerable 
advantages.

Multinational Customers
• Reduced freight costs and lead times from close proximity to filling plants
• Facilitated collaboration, especially for technical coordination and innovation
• Simultaneous product launch capabilities in various markets across the globe

Local Customers
• Reduced freight costs and lead times from close proximity to operations
• High-touch customer service, supported by a technical lab at each site
• Access to global network and leading design teams based in Germany and Argentina
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PRECISION ARGENTINA
Centro Industrial Garin,
Panamericana Campana KM. 37.5
Mozart 11,
Garin, B1619IEA
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Tomás Dipaola
CS: +54 3327 44 6000

PRECISION AUSTRALIA
85 Williamson Rd,
Ingleburn,
New South Wales 1890
Australia
CS: +61 2 98290555

PRECISION BRAZIL
Rua Vicente Rodrigues da Silva 641
- Jardim Piratininga,
Osasco - State of São Paulo,
Brazil, 06230-096
CS: +55 11 2712 5999

PRECISION CHINA
Building No. 37
Dongjing Industrial Zone
9 Dongfu Road,
Suzhou Industrial Park,
Peoples Republic of China
CS: +86 512 86665728

PRECISION FRANCE
ZAC de la Noue Rousseau
12 Avenue Condorcet,
91240 Saint Michel - sur - Orge
France
CS: +33 (0) 1 69 73 72 00

PRECISION GERMANY
Precision Dispensing Solutions Europe 
GmbH,
Schulstraße 33,
Hattersheim, 65795,
Germany
CS: +49 (0) 61908010

PRECISION ITALY
Via Ravello 1/3
Vermezzo con Zelo (MI)
20071,
Italy
CS: +39 02 94 85 50 11

PRECISION JAPAN
No. 156 Angyohara,
Kawaguchi-Shi
Saitama- Ken,
Japan 334 - 0057
CS: +81 48 291 1113

PRECISION MEXICO
Av Jurica #107-C
Parque Industrial Querétaro
Querétaro
Mexico, 76220 Quejas y Sugerencias
CS: +52 4421018000

PRECISION NORTH AMERICA
5711 Old Buncombe Road
Greenville,
SC 29609,
USA
CS: +1 864-246-2200

PRECISION SOUTH AFRICA
109 Kotzenberg Street
Rosslyn,
0200
South Africa
CS: +27 12 5413340

PRECISION SPAIN
Huertarias 19
Morata de Tajuna,
Madrid,
28530
Spain
CS: +34 1 873 0131 

PRECISION THAILAND
Paso Tower, Floor 21,
88 Silom Road
Bangrak,
Bangkok , 10500,
Thailand
CS: +66 2 634 4322

PRECISION UK
Unit 32, Axis Park,
Manasty Road, Orton Southgate,
Peterborough,
PE2 6UP,
United Kingdom
CS: +44 (0) 1733 235335

PRECISION VENEZUELA
Urbanizacion Industrial del Tuy,
Parcela 41
Ocumare del Tuy,
Estado Miranda,
1209, Venezuela
CS: +58 2392241359



www.globalprecision.com


